Protection Against Electric Shock Using Residual Current Devices in Circuits with Electronic Equipment
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Introduction

One of the most important things in an electrical installation is effectiveness of the protection against electric shock. Protection in the case of fault is recognized by the use of [4]:
• automatic disconnection of supply,
• Class II equipment or equivalent insulation,
• non-conducting location,
• electrical separation,
• earth-free local equipotential bonding.

The most often used means of protection against indirect contact is automatic disconnection of supply because it is a simple and not expensive way to achieve safety in electrical installation. As a protective device, residual current devices (RCDs) are commonly used. In some conditions using the RCDs is necessary [5].

Many appliances, for example personal computers, switch mode power supply, rectifiers, filters etc., widely used in modern installations, influence operation of the residual current devices. Electronic equipment like frequency converters produce pulsating direct earth current, smooth earth current and alternating earth current with high level of harmonics. In these locations only some RCDs operate properly and guarantee effectiveness of protection against electric shock [2].

RCDs may operate under no risk of electric shock. The problem exists when a circuit with electronic equipment is switched on and transient current with high peak value in the protective conductor flows. In steady state, in normal service leakage current of a significant value may also flow in the protective conductor so it often makes residual current devices nuisance tripping as well. It is important to pay attention to the selection of residual current devices in order to eliminate electric shock risk and achieve reliability of supply.

Principles of the RCDs operation

A residual current device usually comprises coils on a magnetic circuit to carry the phase (three-phase) and neutral current in opposing directions (Fig. 1). In balanced conditions no magnetic flux is generated, but if a fault occurs in the system, the phase and neutral current imbalance induces an electromagnetic force in a secondary circuit, tripping the main circuit.

Automatic disconnection of supply occurs if the residual current $I_\Delta$ exceeds the RCD rated operating residual current $I_{\Delta n}$. Earth current waveform shape influences the residual current device tripping. From this point of view there are three different types of RCDs:
• AC – for alternating earth current (50/60 Hz),
• A – for alternating and pulsating direct earth current,
• B – for every kind of earth current.
Effect of the earth current frequency and distortion

This problem is typical of circuits with frequency converters. Frequency converters are commonly used to control the speed of a squirrel cage motors. The first part, starting from the supply side, is a rectifier (Fig. 2). In the second part (intermediate circuit), pulsating DC voltage produced by the rectifier is filtered. The last main part of the frequency converter is inverter which uses DC current or voltage from the intermediate circuit to produce AC current or voltage of a desired frequency. Taking the above into account, the output earth fault current may be from low to high frequency.

It is recognized that for the current frequency 50 Hz, the threshold of perception – a minimum value of current which under given conditions causes any sensation to person through whom it is flowing – is 0.5 mA. For the same frequency, the threshold of let-go – the current level where control of human muscles is lost and the electricity causes muscles to contract until the current is removed – is 10 mA. The most important is the threshold of cardiac fibrillation. Current of more than $30 \div 40$ mA can be life-threatening because natural rhythm of the heart can be lost.

In order to check the influence of current frequency on the residual current devices tripping, over twenty RCDs with rated operating residual current $I_{\Delta n} = 30, 100$ and 300 mA were tested. They were two-pole, four-pole, AC type, A type, delayed and selective tripping devices. Fig. 4 to 6 present chosen results of the test which was carried out under laboratory condition.

Solid trace $I_f$ presents tripping current variation for the frequency range 1÷1000 Hz, dashed trace $I_{\Delta}$ presents threshold of ventricular fibrillation as a function of frequency. Current characteristics presented in Fig. 4 indicate that the tripping current of this RCD depends on frequency. For frequency higher than 50 Hz the $I_{\Delta}$ trace is under the $I_f$ trace, so for the tested frequency range protection against electric shock is effective – ventricular fibrillation doesn’t occur.

For the body current of higher frequency, the threshold of perception, threshold of let-go and threshold of ventricular fibrillation move to a higher value. Fig. 3 presents variation of the mentioned threshold values as a function of frequency [3].

For frequency equal to 1000 Hz the threshold of ventricular fibrillation changes from $30 \div 40$ mA to 420 mA. It is a very important information because in many residual current devices tripping current increases significantly if earth current frequency is higher than 50 Hz.

Fig. 2. Earth current waveform shape in the circuit with frequency converter

For the body current of higher frequency, the threshold of perception, threshold of let-go and threshold of ventricular fibrillation move to a higher value. Fig. 3 presents variation of the mentioned threshold values as a function of frequency.

Fig. 3. Variation of the threshold of perception, threshold of let-go and threshold of ventricular fibrillation within the frequency range 50 Hz to 1000 Hz

For the tested RCD whose tripping current is presented in Fig. 5, for frequency higher than 50 Hz tripping current $I_{\Delta}$ is above trace $I_f$ so in such case ventricular fibrillation may occur.

Fig. 4. Tripping current of the RCD: $I_{\Delta n} = 30$ mA, AC type

For the tested RCD whose tripping current is presented in Fig. 5, for frequency higher than 50 Hz tripping current $I_{\Delta}$ is above trace $I_f$ so in such case ventricular fibrillation may occur.

Fig. 5. Tripping current of the RCD: $I_{\Delta n} = 100$ mA, A type, selective S-type

Fig. 6 shows tripping current of RCD whose rated operating residual current is also $I_{\Delta n} = 100$ mA. In this situation, within the frequency range 100 Hz to 600 Hz tripping current trace is located under trace $I_f$. It means that this RCD within the frequency range 100 Hz to 600 Hz is effective as 30 mA RCD for frequency equal to 50 Hz.
Typical earth current in circuits with frequency converters comprises wide spectrum of harmonics. The level of a particular harmonic may exceed the level of the fundamental harmonic. Fig. 7 presents line to earth voltage on the output terminals of inverter. If earth fault occurs earth current waveform is similar to this voltage waveform.

Laboratory test has proved that the higher harmonic in earth current the less sensitive are typical residual current devices. Fig. 8a shows result of the test of chosen RCDs. The first RCD was AC type 100 mA and its real operating current for the fundamental harmonic was 70 mA (Fig. 8a). The second RCD was AC type 30 mA and its real operating current for the fundamental harmonic was 23 mA (Fig. 8b). During the test the value of the fundamental harmonic was set a little bit under the operating residual current and a single harmonic from 3rd to 19th was increased. For the first RCD the set value (50 Hz) was 60 mA and for the second RCD 20 mA.

The first RCD operated for the whole tested harmonic range but for the 19th harmonic its participation in earth current exceeded twice the fundamental (140 mA). The second RCD operated only to the 7th harmonic. For the 9th harmonic the second RCD didn’t operate even if this harmonic was five times the fundamental. In order to make this RCD trip, the fundamental harmonic was increased. The tested RCD operated when the fundamental harmonic was 45 mA. Test indicated that high level of harmonics in the earth current may decrease the RCD sensitivity to the fundamental harmonic.

**Transient and steady state leakage currents**

Process of switching the electronic appliances often generates transient earth current with high peak value. Many circuits with electronic appliances were tested by the author. Fig. 9 presents line voltage and protective conductor current during switching a personal computer unit. Current peak value is almost 8 A.

Fig. 10. presents protective conductor current during switching 7 personal computer units. After high transient current, steady state current flows in the protective conductor. When one circuit feeds many personal computers, protective conductor transient current may exceed 20÷30 A and steady state protective conductor current may exceed 10 mA.

Electrical installation designer who is selecting RCDs should be aware of features of the electronic equipment to be installed in a particular circuit in order to avoid protective devices unwanted tripping. It is recommended to install in those circuits short-time delayed or selective type RCDs.

The use of residual current devices in circuits with frequency converters also results in the problems of their unwanted tripping. In the frequency converter circuits
transient and steady state leakage current may flow.

Steady state current may reach the value of 200 mA. This excludes the use of residual current devices with high current sensitivity (30 mA). Also parasitic capacity causes significant current in the protective conductor. This current has impulse spectrum with frequency which depends on the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). Fig. 11 presents the waveform of current in the protective conductor in the circuit with frequency converter. The analysis of two waveforms presented in Fig. 11 indicates that through the motor construction, and in consequence through earth, flows leakage current twice as strong as in the protective conductor.

Fig. 11. Leakage current in the protective conductor (top trace) and current flowing through the motor construction (bottom trace) in the circuit with frequency converter. Load 4×3 kW, frequency 50 Hz [1]

**Conclusion**

In modern installations, residual current devices are commonly used. Use of the RCDs increases the safety level of electrical equipment operation. However, selection of the residual current devices has to be performed very carefully. In circuits with electronic equipment distorted earth current may occur. Only certain types of residual current devices operate in these cases. In some situations AC and A type residual current devices are sufficient but tripping current as a function of frequency should be known. Sometimes expensive B type RCDs or other means of protection should be applied.
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